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“

The ability to identify a need, and then create a
solution that redefines the norm of an entire industry
– that’s what great engineering is all about.”
— CHRISTIAN WAD ELL , HEAD O F R&D AT T Y R I —
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The game changer.
Man and machine. Sweat and precision. Often going against
the toughest elements nature can throw at them. At TYRI, we’ve
always been keen to understand our clients’ working environments.
That’s how we can keep creating innovative solutions that improve
the operators’ working conditions while enhancing safety aspects
in high risk industries. Derived from the needs and demands of a
new generation of operators and after considerable development
and testing, the sophisticated INTELLilight system is finally here.
Ready to meet the demands of tomorrow.
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A dream for operators, and colleagues on site.

ADJ U ST COLOU R T E MP E RAT U RE

Operating in snow, fog or dust greatly reduces
your line of sight. INTELLilight enables the
operator to adjust colour temperatures,
creating a clearer line of sight.

AC T IVELY D IM

Reflections from the bucket, other vehicles
or snow can easily blind the operator. The light
sensor can automatically or manually adjust the
light for a better and safer working environment.

G ROU P. R EG ROU P

Use the app or remote control to group and
regroup an indefinite number of light sources in
a wireless mesh network for perfect lighting in
every unique working situation.
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Not just smart. It’s intelligent.
Since the dawn of heavy equipment, getting the correct working
lighting has always been a difficult task to solve. Sometimes it
shines too bright. Sometimes it’s too dim. It can be too warm
(yellow). Or too cold (blue). At times even blinding the operator,
or the colleagues working around you. Not to mention the fact that
our eyesight differs from person to person. Yet the answer
has always been standard solutions for everyone with simple
on/off switches. Until now.
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HOW INTELLilight™ WOR K S

The function of INTELLilight is to connect all lights (01) in a closed wireless mesh
network. This means you get all the functions without additional cables, ensuring it is
easy to install, even on existing vehicles. All the units are then registered in the app (02),
making it possible to control each of them individually and to program their settings
to your own personal preferences. You can also program the remote (03) for quick
and handy access. Through the INTELLilight system you can easily adapt your lighting,
manually or automatically via the sensor (04).
All the units are locked to the wireless mesh network (05), rendering them useless if
stolen. INTELLilight can be used as a stand alone system, by OEM integration through
a TYRI CANBUS gateway (06) or directly through the vehicle user interface – giving you a
variety of options depending on your demands.
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SIX FACTS
ABOUT
INTELLILIGHT.
W IR EL ESS M ESH NET WO R K

All lights are equipped with their own router creating a
360° wireless mesh network. This makes the system
easy to install, very reliable and if one light fails, the
system keeps on going.

IND IVID UAL ISED P ROF IL E

Create your own personal configuration and control the
system through the app, easily accessible through any
smartphone, anywhere.

S C AL AB L E

With the INTELLilight system you can add as many new
light sources as you wish. Group and regroup them, and
then name the settings as you desire.
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IM P ROVES SAFET Y

The light sensor actively detects light from reflections
or approaching vehicles, automatically dimming the
lights so as not to blind the operators.

F U T U R E-P ROOF

Since each INTELLilight system is a network of its own,
new firmware and updates can be downloaded directly
through the smartphone.

ANT I-T H EF T

All the units can optionally be locked to the wireless
mesh network, rendering them useless if stolen.
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Personalised lighting at
the touch of a button.
The app forms the heart of the entire INTELLilight system. It acts
like a command central where you can program all your choices,
adjustments and personalise the hardware after your every need.
Through the cloud based solution you can take your settings with
you to any new machine you wish to operate. But creating your
favorite configuration isn’t all you can do. Using the app, you can
easily turn on and shut down lights from a distance, and even
group and re-group each light individually and name them after
their purpose. Since all of the INTELLilight lamps are LED, you
can quickly dim or adjust colour temperature from warm yellow
to cold blue if travelling through snow, fog or dust – and still get
a clear view of what’s ahead of you.

1. P E RS ONAL P ROF IL E

Create your unique lighting profile and take it with you
through a cloud based solution.
2 . GROUP AND R EG ROUP

Save your perfect settings and name them for quick and
easy use when working.
3. ALWAYS SECUR E P ER FEC T L IG H T

Dim the lights and adjust colour for better sight in snowy,
foggy or dusty conditions.
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Christian Wadell, Head of R&D at TYRI

Creativity and innovation
– TYRI brightens up the future.
What are the latest trends in heavy vehicle lighting, and why is
LED on everyone’s lips? And what will happen to vehicle lighting
as autonomous vehicles become more common? These are the
types of questions that TYRI’s R&D department contemplates
while developing new innovations. Christian Wadell, Head of
Product and Design Development, looks to the future and offers
his predictions about the lighting of tomorrow.
12 .

Over the past couple of years we’ve seen an
increasing demand for LED-based solutions.
Although a more expensive choice initially,
it’s easy to understand why more and more
see its benefits. LED consumes 80–90 %
less energy than their halogen counterparts,
generates no heat and can take a great deal
of punishment. From
a sustainability point
of view, the long life
span of the lamps
and complete lack
of toxic mercury also
makes them a more
environmentally
friendly alternative.

branding. Our engineers, technicians, and
designers work in careful collaborations
with the customer’s design teams to deliver
customised lighting technology. Of course
it’s a bit of a challenge to fit our technology
in new formats, but it’s a fun and creative
one that brings us closer to our customers.
So a lot of exciting
developments are
under way,
says
Wadell.

“

The ability to identify
a need, and then create
a solution that redefines
the norm of an entire
industry. That’s what
great engineering
is all about.”

– LED-technology
grants us several
attractive features,
but
from
the
perspective of heavy
vehicle lighting the
most interesting
aspect is probably
the ability to change the colour temperature.
This is extremely helpful for the operators
working in snow and dust, but also benefits
working conditions for everyone on site,
Christian Wadell explains.
But creating products that exceed the
operator’s needs is just a piece of the puzzle.
Today higher demands are also placed on
the aesthetics of the products. TYRI’s
products are designed to fit and enhance
the appearance of any heavy vehicle, but
sometimes the manufacturer wishes to get
unique solutions that can be integrated to
the design of new vehicles.
– Lighting is becoming an increasingly
important part of design: not just in
function but as an integral part of company

A noticeable trend
in the industry is the
increase of electric
and autonomous
heavy vehicles and
equipment in use.
Unmanned, silent
but yet still powerful
machines will roam
the working sites
along the personnel.
But how will the need
for lighting change
when autonomous machines, which do
not require light to operate, become more
commonplace?
– Here one can either predict a death
sentence for heavy vehicle lighting or view
it as an opportunity and adapt. Instead
of illuminating an area for operators,
lighting can be used to provide safety and
security. When the purpose of lighting
is not solely to increase visibility but to
convey various messages and warnings,
behavioural science becomes a new aspect
of lighting development. Warning lights
can communicate to those around which
‘mode’ the vehicle is operating in – which
is particularly important when it comes to
electric vehicles which can barely be heard,
Wadell explains.
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Contact.
For further information about INTELLilight, please contact TYRI.
Our organisation is global, we can offer global engagement on a
local platform. Please find the relevant contact information below
or visit our global site at tyrilights.com/contact.

SWED EN

B R AZI L

TYRI Sweden AB
Aröds Industriväg 78
422 43 Hisings Backa, SWEDEN

TYRI Iluminação
Rua Santos Maccarini 650
Navegantes
SC 88371-554, BRAZIL

Phone: +46 (0) 771 150 100
sales@tyri.se

UK

USA

TYRI UK
Engine Shed Lane
Skipton, North Yorkshire
BD23 1UP, UNITED KINGDOM

TYRI Americas
4917 Coye Drive
Stevens Point, Wisconsin
54481, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Phone: +44 (0) 1756 700 568
sales@tyri.co.uk

Phone: +1 715 344 8600
sales@tyri.us

ITALY

JA PAN

TYRI ITALY SRL
Via Bardonecchia 185
Torino (TO)
10141 ITALY

TYRI JAPAN KK
7F Toranomon 35 Mori Bldg.
3-4-10 Toranomon, Minato Ku
Tokyo, 105-0001, JAPAN

Phone: +39 345 5658902
luca.Belli@tyrilights.com

Phone: +81-(0)3-4550-6470
jeremy.sanderson@tyri.jp

RUSSI A

TYRI RUSSIA
Marshal Blucher Avenue, 12
Building 7, St. Petersburg
195197, RUSSIA
Phone: +7 (800) 222 75 51
sales@tyri-russia .com
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Phone: +55 41 9961 6304
flima@tyri.com.br
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INT ELLI G EN T L I G H T I N G S O L U T IO NS

www.tyrilights.com
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